2002 chevy impala pcm location

Good afternoon can someone please tell me where is is the PCM located. Need to change it but
cant find it? Do you. Hello, The PCM is located up by the left front frame rail enclosed in a cover.
Here are the instructions for the replacement and location in the diagrams below. Check out the
diagrams Below. Please let us know if you need anything else to get the problem fixed. Images
Click to enlarge. Was this answer. Not getin power to fuelpump I changed the rellay in all the
fuses. Was good steal no power to pump Was this answer. Do you have power at the relay? I
would harder there first and check wiring before going expensive. Roy Was this answer. Yes I
have power at the relay I checked the with a test light n I'm not gerontology no spark I changed
the crank sensor to Was this answer. Crank sensor has no effect on the fuel pump, just
injectors. Did you jump the relay to verify the pump works? You jump the power wire to the gray
wire. That should power up the pump. If it does, it is a control issue with the pcm. If it does not,
then you have a wiring issue. When I jump the relay to thr pump steal no power but when I jump
it from the battie it turns on in I get gas n the rheal but when I crank the truck it turn but no fire
or spark Was this answer. So do u think I need to change the pcm Was this answer. If you
jumped the relay and nothing, then you have a wiring issue. When you sent 12 volts to the
pump, it worked. Where did you run the wire? Battery to where? Please login or register to post
a reply. Related Engine Computer Location Content. I Have An 03 Chevy Tahoe, 5. Most
Recently They Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free! I have tried to list all possible
wires that will show up If I show a wire, and your harness does not have it, you probably don't
need it anyway. For more info about the o2 sensor differences click here. Note: Removing all of
these will result in a non-emissions friendly harness. If requirements are for 4 oxygen sensors,
EVAP system, then you will not want to remove those components. I have been asked to
identify the wires for electronic auto trans controls that can be removed if you are not going to
use electronic automatic transmission. Here they are, the Pin will be highlighted in RED. If
removing trans, pay attention to BLUE connector pin Some harnesses are different based on
type of o2 sensors you have. Some this pin goes to trans only, some harnesses, there is a
splice, and this pin goes to coolant temp sensor AND transmission. Click Here! Truck 5. Wire
Color. Circuit No. PCM Ground. LT GRN. Injector 3 Control. Injector 2 Control. Not Used. LT
BLU. Knock Sensor Signal Rear. Crankshaft Position Sensor Signal. Requested Torque Signal
NW7. DK BLU. Transmission Fluid Pressure Switch B. Transmission Fluid Pressure Switch C.
PCM Ignition Supply. PCM Battery Supply. Crankshaft Position Sensor Ground. Sensor Ground
EGR. Engine Coolant Level Switch. TCC Brake Switch. Clutch Switch Signal manual trans.
Injector 1 Control. Injector 6 Control. Injector 7 Control. Injector 4 Control. TP Sensor 5V
Reference. Knock Sensor Signal Front. Fuel Tank Pressure Sensor Ground. TP Sensor Ground.
DK GRN. Serial Data to BCM. MAP Sensor Ground. CMP Sensor Ground. Low Oil Level Switch.
Injector 5 Control. Injector 8 Control. Fuel Level Sensor Ground. TCC Control Solenoid. Fuel
Pump Relay Control - Secondary. Deliverd Torque Signal. EGR Solenoid Supply. Fuel Pump
Relay Control. Engine Speed Tach Output Signal. Cruise Control Engage Signal. Generator L
Terminal Alternator turn on signal. TP Sensor Signal. IAT Sensor Signal. Ignition Control 1.
Ignition Control 7. Ignition Control 6. Ignition Control 4. MAF Sensor Signal. MAP Sensor Signal.
EGR Solenoid Ground. Transmission Shift Solenoid B. Transmission Shift Solenoid A. Vehicle
Speed Output Circuit K. Vehicle Speed Output Circuit 4K. Transmission Temperature Sensor
Signal. Generator Field Duty Cycle Signal. Fuel Level Sensor Signal. IAT Sensor Ground.
Ignition Control Reference Low Bank 1. Ignition Control Reference Low Bank 2. PRND C.
Transmission Fluid Pressure Switch A. Fuel Tank Pressure Sensor Signal. Ignition Control 8.
Ignition Control 2. Ignition Control 5. Ignition Control 3. Not Used -. Fuel Level Sensor Signal Secondary. Forgot Your Password? As part of your membership, you will receive email
notifications about our deals. You may unsubscribe at any time. JavaScript seems to be
disabled in your browser. You must have JavaScript enabled in your browser to utilize the
functionality of this website. In addition to this, your unit will come flashed to its most recent
updates which will enhance its fuel economy and optimize the performance of your vehicle. Our
experienced staff of in-house mechanics utilize off-board testing to ensure each and every unit
passes stringent quality control tests to ensure that they are working at peak performance. No
additional programming will be required upon installation. Chevrolet Impala ECM is
programmed to accept your original keys. This will enable your vehicle to start immediately
after a simple key cycling procedure. No locksmith will be required to program your keys.
Replacing your module can now be done in the comfort of your own driveway allowing you to
avoid costly dealership rates and avoid the inconvenience of towing your vehicle to a mechanic.
From amateur to master technicians, installation has never been easier! During the checkout
process, please enter it in the text box labeled "VIN" located in the Additional Information
section. Not a problem, you can send it to us later by e-mail admin fs1inc. Each unit is prepared,
individually inspected, fully refurbished, and quality control tested by our certified in-house

mechanics. All testing and refurbishing is done entirely in house so no unit leaves our facility
without proper inspection. This allows us to provide units that are superior in quality at an
unbeatable price! All items come with a lifetime warranty. Returns must be in original condition
and be accompanied by a Return Merchandise Authorization RMA otherwise the return will be
deemed unauthorized. Unauthorized returns will not be processed and will be held for no more
than 45 days after receipt. Electrical parts are tested prior to purchase and if returned, all units
will be inspected for burnt components, physical damage and water damage. Returns will be
processed in the order received and may have a greater handling time than order processing.
Buyer must activate warranty within 20 days of receipt to be valid. Returns received after 30
days from the date of original purchase include an option for an exchange or in-store credit.
Unless otherwise expressly provided, in-store credit is subject to the return fees when the unit
is free of defect which shall be determined solely by Seller. NO replacement shall be issued until
receipt of return. This transaction shall be deemed to have been made in the State of New York
and the validity, interpretation and performance shall be governed by New York laws, without
giving effect to conflict of laws principles. Exclusive jurisdiction and venue over any disputes
arising out of or in connection with this transaction shall be in Nassau County, New York. After
one claim, the warranty is exhausted. Buyer hereby understands, acknowledges, agrees and
accepts all of the terms set forth herein upon purchase and that the terms set forth herein shall
be controlling. New Customers. Create an Account. Not a member? Back to login page. Home
Chevrolet Impala 3. Add to Cart. Engine Computer fitting all Chevy Impala 3. Compatibility will
vary for these units, please review the list below to ensure it will fit your vehicle. The pictures
above are stock photos and not photos of the actual part you will receive but represent an
example of the unit. Product Details. All items have a full business day Mon. EST, will be
shipped that same day. EST, will be shipped the following business day. Shipping times within
the country vary but are generally between shipping days Mon. Customers will be notified of
any delay via email. What is your Return Policy? All returns for money back must be received by
Seller within 30 days from the date of original purchase. All purchases include a lifetime
warranty. Many other control module suppliers charge users a fee to return their old unit. Keep
this in mind when comparing prices with other sites. A VIN is composed of 17 characters digits
and capital letters that act as a unique identifier for the vehicle. VIN numbers can be used to
track recalls, registrations, warranty claims, thefts and insurance coverage. In our case, the VIN
is used to identify the correct module for a particular vehicle. You can find the VIN 17 digit
identification number engraved at the bottom corner of the drivers side windshield or inside the
drivers door. It can also be found on the title, registration or insurance card of the vehicle.
Customer Reviews. It was so stressful when the V8 engine in my Ram would die randomly and
not restart. I tried a cam and a crank sensor with no luck. I then ordered an engine control
module from Flagship One, Inc. I have now traveled 6, trouble free miles. Thank you FS1! I really
liked the ease of getting a replacement pcm that was already flashed to the vehicle. This is a
great company. Clear communication and tracking information on part delivery. I will buy from
them in the future. I tried 4 PCM rebuilders before the owner of the car found your site. I needed
a Body Control Module for a Chrysler. I talked to a tech named Bono and he told me that the
BCM was already programed and ready to go. DiMatties Automotive. Great service , fast service
, friendly. Very user friendly and affordable Thank you for all your help.. Jeep had been sitting
around for years and no one could get it to run. My dad and I diagnosed it, thought it needed a
new PCM No complaints from me! Awesome service and awesome product. Very affordable and
a very nice inventory. I have yet to find a PCM that they didn't have. Look-up is easy and i
haven't had a single issue with any aspect of the purchase after ordering quite a few modules.
The shipping time is very good too and best of all they don't require a core to be shipped back
which makes the whole experience hassle-free. Good afternoon can someone please tell me
where is is the PCM located. Need to change it but cant find it? Do you. Hello, The PCM is
located up by the left front frame rail enclosed in a cover. Here are the instructions for the
replacement and location in the diagrams below. Check out the diagrams Below. Please let us
know if you need anything else to get the problem fixed. Images Click to enlarge. Was this
answer. Not getin power to fuelpump I changed the rellay in all the fuses. Was good steal no
power to pump Was this answer. Do you have power at the relay? I would harder there first and
check wiring before going expensive. Roy Was this answer. Yes I
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have power at the relay I checked the with a test light n I'm not gerontology no spark I changed
the crank sensor to Was this answer. Crank sensor has no effect on the fuel pump, just

injectors. Did you jump the relay to verify the pump works? You jump the power wire to the gray
wire. That should power up the pump. If it does, it is a control issue with the pcm. If it does not,
then you have a wiring issue. When I jump the relay to thr pump steal no power but when I jump
it from the battie it turns on in I get gas n the rheal but when I crank the truck it turn but no fire
or spark Was this answer. So do u think I need to change the pcm Was this answer. If you
jumped the relay and nothing, then you have a wiring issue. When you sent 12 volts to the
pump, it worked. Where did you run the wire? Battery to where? Please login or register to post
a reply. Related Engine Computer Location Content. I Have An 03 Chevy Tahoe, 5. Most
Recently They Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free!

